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Time-Domain Algorithms for Harmonic 
Reduction  and Time Scaling of Speech  Signals 

Bandwidth 

Abstract-Frequency scaling of  speech signals by  methods based on 
short-time  Fourier analysis (STFA), analytic  rooting, and harmonic 
compression using a bank of filters,  is a complex  operation which re- 
quires a large amount of computation  in a digital  implementation. 

I t  is  shown in  this paper that,  by incorporating  pitch  frequency  infor- 
mation into a frequency-scaling  process based on STFA, it  is possible, 
to a good  approximation, to perform this operation  in the time  domain 
with very few arithmetic  operations  (one  multiplication  and two addi- 
tions per output sample, in  most applications). The derivation of  the 
time-domain  harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms,  selection of param- 
eters,  and, in particular, the determination of an  appropriate weighting 
function used in the algorithms, as well as several potential  applications, 
are  detailed  in the paper. Two proposed  applications  are discussed in 
greater  detail. These are I )  a vocoder system which incorporates 
waveform coding of  the frequency divided signal (by a factor  of up  to 
3), and 2)  a computer-based  isolated-word  recognition  system  in which 
all input utterances  are compressed to  the same duration  at  the prepro- 
cessing phase  effecting  an overall computation reduction by a factor of 
up to 3. Computer  simulation  results which demonstrate the TDHS 
algorithms’ performance  are  included. 

A 
I. INTRODUCTION 

BASIC property  of  human  hearing is that  the ear per- 
forms  a  short-time spectral analysis [1]-131. Different 

types  of  vocoders  can be classified, therefore,  according to  the 
way spectral fine structure  and  envelope of the short-time 
spectrum are represented  and  coded for transmission.  In par- 
ticular, two  broad categories can  be distinguished: vocoders 
which  include  means  for  pitch  extraction,  and  vocoders  which 
do not  extract  pitch  explicitly, such as frequency dividing 
vocoders (FDV’s) [ l ] ,  [3]-[5]. The  avoidance  of  pitch ex- 
traction is considered to be  an  important  advantage  of FDV’s. 
However, the complexity  of the frequency-scaling  operations 
(frequency division and  multiplication)  combined  with  the 
modest scaling factors (2 + 3) have made  these  vocoders rela- 
tively unattractive. 

Since real-time pitch  extraction  by digital techniques is now 
the  state of the  art [ 6 ] ,  [7], we  have attempted to reduce the 
complexity  of the frequency-  (and  time-) scaling operations  by 
incorporating  pitch  information  into  the  frequency-scaling 
process. The  frame  chosen for  introducing  pitch  information 
into  the frequency-scaling  process is harmonic scaling by 
means  of  short-time  Fourier analysis. This type of analysis 
provided  also the basis for  the  development  of  the  phase 
vocoder [8], [9] which is probably  the  most flexible FDV. 
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It is shown in this  paper that  a good  approximation of the 
desired  frequency- (or time-) scaling operation can be per- 
formed directly in the time  domain  with  simple  and efficient 
algorithms.  The  time-domain  harmonic scaling  (TDHS)  algo- 
rithms consist of properly weighting  several adjacent input 
signal segments  (with  pitch  dependent  duration)  by  a suitable 
window function,  to produce an output segment.  In  the fre- 
quency  domain, the time-domain  operations are equivalent to 
shifting the individual pitch  harmonics of the quasi-periodic 
voiced-speech signal according to the  center  frequency  of the 
subband in which  each  harmonic  component is located. The 
number of subbands into which  the  speech  band is divided is 
pitch  dependent.  The  derivation of the TDHS algorithm is 
facilitated by  formulating the short-time  Fourier  transform in 
a discrete Fourier  transform  (DFT)  form (as  was developed for 
the phase  vocoder [9]) using pitch  information  for  determin- 
ing the  number  of analysis bands  and  performing an approxi- 
mate  harmonic scaling by  frequency shifting. Time  scaling  is 
easily  achieved by properly  choosing input and output rates. 

The simplicity of the proposed TDHS algorithms  makes the 
proposed  approach attractive for several applications. These 
include time-scale variation of  recorded  speech signals (with 
the  well-known  sampling  method [ 101  being  a particular case, 
of  lowest  performance,  of the more  general  approach  pro- 
posed)  useful for language teaching  and  “speed reading” for 
the blind. Recently  [11]-[13]  the TDHS algorithms  were 
applied for reducing  computations in a  computer-based 
isolated-word  speech  recognition  system by time  normaliza- 
tion  (compression)  of all input  utterances to  the same dura- 
tion  at  the preprocessing  phase,  prior to  the  extraction of the 
parameters  representing the  input  utterance.  Frequency- 
scale variation utilizing the TDHS algorithms  has  potential for 
real-time speech  bandwidth  reduction  and  a particular system 
has  been  proposed  recently [ 141. 

The  organization  of this paper is as follows: frequency seal- 
ing by means  of  short-time  Fourier analysis and  a  proposed 
approximation  which utilizes pitch  information is the subject 
of the  next section. In  Section 111, the TDHS algorithms are 
derived,  and in the  following section, the selection of algo- 
rithm  parameters  and  the  determination  of suitable window 
functions are  discussed. In Section V, the application of the 
proposed  algorithms for speech  bandwidth  reduction is con- 
sidered, and in Section VI, its application to time-scale  varia- 
tion  of speech signals, and, in particular, the proposed appli- 
cation  for  isolated-word  recognition  systems (IWRS) is 
discussed and the results obtained by simulations are reported. 
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11. FREQUENCY AND TIME  SCALING VIA 
THE SHORT-TIME FOURIER TRANSFORM 

The relation between the  short-time  Fourier  transform  and 
multichannel signal filtering is  well established [8], [9], [ 151. 
This relation has  been the basis for  the  development  of  the 
phase vocoder [ 8 ] ,  ] 93 and is  also the basis for  the  time- 
domain  harmonic scaling  (TDHS) algorithms to  be presented. 
It is, therefore, briefly summarized below. 

Since  we are interested in a digital implementation,  a discrete- 
time  formulation is presented. 

Consider a  bank of L equally  spaced  causal  bandpass digital 
filters having unit-sample  responses 

hk(nT) = 2h(nT) cos (UknT),  k = 1, 2,.  ‘ . , L ( 1 )  

and  a low-pass filter h,(nT) = h(nT) which is the  unit-sample 
response of the basis (prototype) filter. The center  frequen- 
cies of  the  passbands are wk = kAw, where Ao, the filter 
spacing, is chosen so that  the bank  of filters covers a  frequency 
range which is contained in [-n/T, n / T ] ,  with T being the 
sampling interval. 

Using discrete convolution, the  output signal from  the  kth 
filter (k > 0) is given by 

n 
Yk = 2 x(rT) h(nT- rT)  cos [wk(nT- rT)] 

r=--m 

=2Re{exp [j&JknT]x(Wk,YET)}, k = l , 2 , ’ * * , L  

(2 )  
where 

x ( w k ,  n ~ )  L 5 x ( r ~ )  h ( n ~ -  r ~ )  exp [ - j w k r ~ ] .  (3) 

X ( W k ,  nT)  is called the discrete short-time  Fourier  transform 
[9], [15] of the  input signal x(nT).  At  time instant nT, it is 
the Fourier  transform  of  the  past input samples weighted by 
the  data  window h(nT- rT), --oo < r < n ,  and  evaluated at 
frequency wk. 

If x((.+, nT)  is  expressed in terms of its magnitude 
( x ( w k ,  nT)I and phase @(cdk, nT), (2)  can  be written as 

r=-m 

yk(nT) = 21x(wk, nT)I cos [wknT @ ( a k ,  nT)l . (4) 

Frequency scaling the  input signal by  some  factor q (q < 1 
for frequency division and 4 > 1  for  frequency multiplication), 
without changing its time  duration, can  be  achieved from (4) 
by  scaling the instantaneous  frequency, i.e., multiplying  by q 
each carrier frequency o k  and phase  derivative &wk, nT) 
(approximated  by A@/T=  [@(wk, nT)  - @(wk,  (n - 1)T)] /T 
in a digital implementation [3], [SI) and  summing up all the 
frequency-scaled  channel signals.’ 

This is the  approach  taken in the  implementation  of  the 
phase vocoder  when  operated as  an FDV in  a “self-multiplex- 
ing”  mode [3], [ 8 ] .  In this mode  of  operation,  the  input 

’ It is assumed here that if 4 > 1, T is at least 4 times smaller than 
the  Nyquist  interval, so that the  frequency  multiplication  does not 
cause  aliasing. 

speech  signal is frequency divided at  the  transmitter  and fre- 
quency  multiplied at  the receiver with  the same factor. 

A time-scaled  signal which  occupies the original frequency 
band can  be obtained  by  replaying  the  frequency-scaled  (by  a 
factor q)  signal at l / q  speed. 

As discussed in the  previous  section,  the TDHS algorithms 
are  based on  the  assumption that  the  fundamental  frequency 
F, (the  pitch) of the  input voiced-speech signal is approxi- 
mately  known.  To  show  how  the  pitch  information is intro- 
duced into  the frequency-scaling process  discussed above, we 
assume, for  the  present discussion, that the input signal is a 
wide-band periodic signal with  a  fundamental  frequency F,. 
The fact  that  speech signals  are quasi-stationary and  contain 
voiced (quasi-periodic) and  unvoiced (noiselike) portions will 
be considered at  a later stage. Let Fp be  the  estimated  funda- 
mental  frequency (as obtained,  in  the case of voiced speech, 
from the pitch  extractor),  and  let  the spacing between  adjacent 
center  frequencies Af  (Aw = 2nAf)  be chosen as equal to Fp. 
Let, also, each  subband be of  width Aw and  the  number  of 
subbands L (for k > 0) be greater than  or  equal to the  number 
of harmonics  present in  the  band-limited  periodic input signal. 
With the above choice of Aw and L ,  each spectral line of  the 
signal harmonics will  be located in a  separate  subband,  pro- 
vided that  the  fundamental  frequency  estimate error AF, ,a 
IF, - F,I is less than Af /2L,  i.e., if 

e, AF,/F, < 1/2L. ( 5 )  

Following  a  short-time  Fourier analysis, and assuming that 
h(nT) is a  good  approximation to an ideal low-pass filter, the 
phase derivative fj(wk, n T )  essentially describes the frequency 
deviation  of  the kth harmonic  from  the  center  frequency o k  

of  the  subband in which  the spectral line of this harmonic is 
located. 

To  demonstrate this fact, we consider  a particular harmonic 
at frequency ZF,, 1 < I < L.  If (5 )  is satisfied, then  the spectral 
line corresponding to this  harmonic is located  at  the l th sub- 
band  with  center  frequency w1 = 121rF~. This  harmonic is 
given in  the  time  domain  by 

xl (nT)  = A1 COS (QlnT + 41) (6 )  

where A l  and @1 are the  amplitude  and phase of  the lth har- 
monic  and a1 = 2nlF0, F, being the  fundamental  frequency  of 
the  periodic input signal.2 Substituting (6) into (3) and 
assuming for simplicity that  the Fourier  transform of h(nT) is 
exp ( - jar)  for Iw )  < Aw/2 and  zero for Iwl > Aw/2 (Le.,  an 
ideal low-pass filter with  a  time  delay  of T), one  obtains 

WOl ,  n T )  = (-41/2) exp [ i (A%(nT-  7) + @Jl (7) 

where 

AQl = - wI, i.e., lAQ,l=  2nlAFp. 

From (7) we find that @(mi, n T )  = Aal(nT - 7 )  t @l and  the 

2The wide-band harmonic input signal  is given, therefore, in this  ex- 
L 

ample  by x(nT)  =x q(nT) .  
I= 1 
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Fig. 1. A complex  scheme  for  approximate  frequency  scaling of speech 
signals  by  a  factor q via the  short-time  Fourier  transform.  (Prototype 
filter  bandwidth  and  the  number of channels  depend on pitch infor- 
mation.) The  channel  centered  at  zero  frequency is omitted. 

phase “derivative” is given by  the  frequency  deviation A Q  
from  the  center  of  the lth subband. 

We conclude,  therefore,  that if this  deviation is sufficiently 
small, a good approximation to exact  frequency scaling  is ob- 
tained by  just scaling the  center  frequencies wk and  neglecting 
the effect of  the  phase derivative. 

The approximate  frequency scaled  signal (by  a  factor q )  at 
the kth channelyR(nT) is given from (2) by 

yz(nT)  = 2 Re  {exp (jq%nT) X(Q, nT)),  
k =   1 , 2 ,  * * * , L .  (8) 

Viewing (3) as a discrete convolution  between x(nT) * 
exp ( - j a k n T )  and h(nT), the scheme shown in Fig. 1 describes 
the  operations  required  for  approximate  frequency scaling as 
of the  present discussion. It will  be shown in  the  next section 
that  this  rather complicated  scheme can  be further  reduced to 
simple time-domain  algorithms (we differentiate later between 
the  two cases of q < 1 and q > 1) which require only few 
arithmetic  operations per output sample. Before  we turn  to 
the  derivation  of  these  algorithms, we pursue  further  the above 
example  and  substitute (7) in (8) obtaining 

y f ( n T )  = A I  Re  {exp [j(QlnT + &)] 1 (9) 

where 

ai = q w l t  Ai21 = qfi;21 + AQI(1- 4) (1 0) 

and 

$i = @I - AQ~T = $1 - 2d(F0 - F,) T .  (1 1) 

Hence,  the relative error  in  frequency scaling is given by 

E f = l  a S2’- I qL2ll/i&= lAQI(1 - q)l/fil €,I1 - 41. (12) 
The  approximation  at  the  right-hand side of (12) is under 

In  an  FDV, the  input signal is first frequency divided by  a 
the  assumption that Fo >> AF, so that lAL!11/!2~ 1 e,. 

factor C> 1 (q = 1/C) and  hence,  from (10) 

= o l /C  -I- A Q  = !&/C +- Asl,(C - l)/C. (13) 

If the  frequency-divided signal is replayed at C-times  speed, 
the Zth harmonic is restored to the original Zth subbahd  only 

if ClAL+l< Aw/2, i.e., if 

ep = AFp/Fp < 1/(2Cl). (14) 

If the replayed signal (which is now  compressed in  time)  is 
frequency  multiplied using the same approach  (but  with 
q = S > l),  the  frequency  of  the l th harmonic  becomes 

nf = Sol  + CAsl, = S Q  +- (C- S )  A Q .  (15) 

If  we let S = C, we  see from (1 5) that af = SS21 and  following 
the  replay  of  the  time-compressed signal at l/S speed  the 
harmonics  of  the resulting signal  are  back to their original loca- 
tion  at  multiples  of F,. We conclude,  therefore,  that if the 
condition in (14) holds for all the  harmonics, exact reconstruc- 
tion is obtained  (except for a  time  delay  and  provided that 
h(nT) is  an ideal low-pass filter as assumed above). In  other 
words,  if M signal harmonics are to be exactly  reconstructed 
following  frequency division and  multiplication,  with  the 
same factors,  by  the  proposed  approximate  frequency scaling 
method,  the relative error in determining  the  fundamental fre- 
quency ep should satisfy 

ep < 1/(2CM). (16) 

We turn  now to  the derivation of  the TDHS  algorithms 
which greatly reduces the  number  of  arithmetic  operations in 
comparison to the  scheme  shown in Fig. 1 .  

111. DERIVATION OF THE TDHS ALGORITHMS 
Let q be the  desired  frequency-scaling  factor  (usually in  the 

range3 3 4 q < 3, q f 1) and assume that q is  rational  and is 
expressed as 

4 = PI69 (1 7) 

where p and 6 are relatively prime integers. For  the  purpose 
of the derivation, we assume initially that  the sampling interval 
of the  input signal is 

T’ = T/p,  (1 8) 

where T is less or  equal to  the  Nyquist interval for  the  input 
band-limited  speech signal. 

According to the  approximate  frequency-scaling  operation 
discussed in the previous  section,  the output of the  kth channel 
is  given by 

2 Re {eXp ( j q a k n r ’ )  x(wk,  nT‘)}, 

Y i w ’ )  = k = 1 , 2 , * - * , L  (19) 

X(0, nT’) k = 0 .  

In (19) we have repeated (8) but  substituted T‘ for T and 
added  the  channel for  k = 0. Utilizing the  fact  that all channel 
filters are frequency shifted versions of  the  prototype low-pass 

3Due to speech  nonstationarity and the  quasi-periodic  nature of 
voiced  speech, the assumption of a  discrete  line  spectrum is  not  exact. 
If frequency  division by a  factor of more  than 3 is  attempted, the 
“widened”  spectral  lines  will  usually  overlap. This will degrade the re- 
constructed  signal. In the case of time scaling, the perception  limita- 
tion of speeded-up or slowed-down  speech  limits the scaling  factors 
range to even  a smaller one than  stated. 
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filter h(nT‘), the expression for x(cdk, UT) given in (3)  can be 
put  into a  DFT form [7]. In the particular case under con- 
sideration, let the  frequency range [-r/T’, n/T’] be divided 
into N equally spaced subbands with a spacing Aw = 2n/(NT’), 
so that the  center frequencies o k ,  k = 0 ,  *1, . , ‘(N - 1)/2 
(N is assumed to be odd4), are  given by cdk = 2nk/(NT’). Re- 
writing (3) (with T‘ replacing T )  as  a sum of finite sums over 
N samples of the weighted signal and utilizing the  periodicity 
in r of  exp (-jcdkrT’) = exp (-j2nkr/N), with period N ,  we ob- 
tain [9] 

x(cdk, nT’) = W G ~ ~ G ( ~ ,  nT‘) (20) 

where 

WN exp (j2n/N)  (21) 

m 

g(rT’, nT’) = x(nT’ - rT‘ - iNT‘) k(rT’ + iNT’) 
i = O  

r = 0 ,  I ; . . , N -  1 .  (23) 

G(k, nT‘) in (22) is observed to be the DFT of the N point 
sequence g(rT‘, nT’). Note that due to the  periodicity of W$’ 
in k ,  with period N ,  one can  use G(k,  nT’) = G(N t k ,  nT’)  in 
the  computation of x(cdk, n ~ ‘ )  in (20) for negative values of 
k. We further assume, as in [ 9 ] ,  that  the  prototype low-pass 
filter has a  finite  duration unit-sample response (FIR), i.e., 
h(nT“) = 0 for n < 0 and n >M.  For convenience (and with- 
out loss of generality) we let M = mN, m a positive integer. In 
that  case,g(rT‘, nT’) takes  the form 

m -1 
g(rT’, nT’) = x(& - rT‘ - iNT‘) h(rT’ t I’NT’), 

i = O  

r = O , l ; + * , N -  1. (24) 

Letting the  number of channels L ( k >  0) be equal to 
(N - 1)/2 and substituting (20) and (21) in (19) we get 

i 2 Re {Wfik(4-1)G(k, nT‘)}, 

y t (nT’)  = k = 1 , 2 ; * * , ( N -  1)/2  (25) 

G(0, nT’) k = 0 .  

Hence, by summing the  outputs  of  the L t 1 channels (includ- 
ing k = 0), we obtain the signal y4(nT’)  given by 

4The derivation with N even is less convenient as it requires omitting 
the filter centered at zero  frequency  and taking in  account  that  the 
center frequencies are not  direct multiples of the  first  filter  center fre- 
quency. it is  possible to  modify  the-derivation  and  obtain  the same 
results as with N odd.  For convenience we proceed with N odd. ~ ~ . ~ .  ~ . ~ ~ 

which is the approximate frequency-scaled signal. We now 
show that (26) can be further reduced and simplified. 

Since g(rT‘, nT’), as given in (23) or (24), is a real sequence, 
the complex conjugate of G(k, nT‘) satisfies G*(k,nT’) = 
G(N - k ,  nT’) and, therefore, (26) can be put  in  the following 
form. 

N-1 
y4(nT‘) = G(k, nT’)  WGk(*-’) + A  4 (nT’), (27) 

k=O 

where 

A, (nT’ )=  [l - WF4] G*(k,nT’) W’nk(4-’). (28) 

Clearly, if 4 is an integer, WnN4 = 1 ,  yielding A,(nT’) = 0. 
For other values of 4 ,  the  term A,(nT’) in (27) can  be elimi- 
nated by sampling y4(nT’) at time interval 6T’, where 6 is  an 
integer and is given from (17). This is equivalent to replacing 
n in (27) and (28) by n6, SO that Wyq becomes WgNP = 1 
and, hence, A,(n6T’) = 0. This decimation of y4(nT’) does 
not cause aliasing since the initial sampling interval T’ is at 
least p times smaller than  the Nyquist interval [see (IS)] and 
the scaling factor satisfies 4 = p/6 < p. 

W-1)/2 

k =1 

We have, therefore, 

N-1 
yq(n6T’) = y4(nT/4) = x G(k, nT/q) Wgk(P-6) .  (29) 

We consider now, in turn, each of the two cases of frequency 
division (or time-scale compression) and  frequency multiplica- 
tion (or time-scale expansion). 

A. Frequency Division 
Let C denote  the  rational  frequency division factor, i.e., 

4 = p/6 = 1 /C (C > 1 so that 6 > p) ,  and let pc  be an integer 
which is defined by 

k=O 

p c 4 n ( 6 - p ) m o d N ,  @<p,<N- 1. (30) 

Making  use of the periodicity in I of W& with period fV, one 
may write (3 1) in place of (29): 

y1lC(nCT) = G(k, nCT) Vikpc, 
N- 1 

(3  1) 
k=O 

where 4 = 1 IC and pc  of (30) have also been used. 
From the  definition of G(k, nT’) given in (22), we observe 

that  the right-hand side of (31) is the inverse DFT (scaled by 
N )  of G(k, nCT) evaluated at Y = pc.  Hence, 

y1lC(nCT) = Ng(p,T’,nCT) = Ng(p,T/p,nCTb,  (32) 

where g(* , e )  is given from (24). 
Let Tp be  the  duration of  the estimated  pitch  period, and 

assume Tp = N p  T,  N p  an integer. According to the discussion 
in Section 11, the speech band [-n/T, n/T] is subdivided into 
N p  subbands so that the center frequencies cdk are at multi- 
ples of the estimated pitch harmonics. Since by (18) T’ = T/p 
and the band [ - r / T ’ ,  n/T‘ 1 has been assumed to be subdivided 
into N subbands. we have that 
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N = pNp.  (33) 

Rewriting  (30) as 

P C  = 4 6  - - QcPNp, (34) 

where cy, is the integer part of n(6 - p)/N,  i.e., 

or, int [n(6 - p) /Npp]  = int [n /Nc] ,  ( 3 5 )  

where 

N ,  2 p ~ ~ / ( 6  - p)  = N,/(c - 1).  (36) 

Using (34)  and  (36)  for  evaluating p c  T' which  appears in (32), 
we find 

p ,T '=p ,T /p=nT(C-   l ) - cycNpT=nT, -a ,N ,T , ,  (37) 

where 

T, 4 T(C-   l )=TNp/N, ,  (38) 

and,  hence,  from  (37)  and  (35) 

p c  T' = (n mod N,) T,, (39) 

substituting in (32)  and using (24), with T' = T / p  and C =  6/p, 
we finally obtain6 

m-1 

i = o  

t (n mod N,)  T,) (40) 

y'IC(nCT) = x(nT t cy,NpT - iNpT)  hN(iN,T, 

where 

hN( *)  2 Nh(*) .  (41) 

It is important  to  note  that  the final expression  (40)  for  the 
frequency-divided signal is given in terms  of  the input samples 
x(nT), i.e., T is the  input sampling interval and no oversam- 
pling with T' of (18) is necessary in the  evaluation of (40). 
The output signal is given in (40)  with  a  sampling interval CT. 
This  does not cause  aliasing  since the  frequency-divided signal 
has  a  C-times  reduced  bandwidth. If the  sequence yllC(nCT) 
is output  at  the rate l/(CT), the  (approximate)  frequency- 
divided  signal which results is  of the same duration as the 
input signal. If, however,  this  sequence is stored  and  then  out- 
put  at  the rate 1/T (i.e., a C-times  speedup),  a  time-compressed 
signal is obtained  which  occupies  the original frequency band. 

The  arithmetic  operations  required in (40) are m multiplica- 
tions  and (m - 1)  additions per output sample.  Since, as dis- 
cussed in  the following  section, m is typically chosen in the 

51t is assumed  here that N = wNp is divisible by ( 6  - p) so that N,, as 
defined in (361, is an integer. In the general  case, this  assumption  does 
not hold  and N,  is rounded to the closest  integer $,. This  means that a 
slightly different scaling factor C' = ( N  +$,)/$, is actually being 
realized. A similar situation  occurs for frequency  multiplication, dis- 
cussed in  the sequel. In this case, N,, as  defined in (49, is  rounded to 
fis (if p N p  is not divisible by 01 - 6 ) ) ,  and S' = #, / ( f iS - N p )  is the 
factor  actually being  realized. 

61n this derivation N p  was  assumed to  be a  fixed  parameter.  The 
variation of N p  with  time  (due to pitch  variation) may  cause a  problem 
of output signal discontinuity.  This  problem  is considered in  the follow- 
ing section. An  earlier less concise  derivation is presented in [ 271. 

Fig. 2. Organization of the time-domain  algorithm  for  frequency divi- 
sion on a  segment  by segment  basis. The use of m = 2  and a  triangu- 
lar window is  shown for scaling factors of  (a) C = 2; (b) C = 3. 

range of 2 to  6, the  computation  load  is quite small [typically, 
less than  1  percent  of  the  operations  required in  the  scheme of 
Fig. 1 ,  even if the  FFT algorithm is  used for  computing 
X ( o k ,  nT)]  . Furthermore, in most  applications to  be con- 
sidered later on, m = 2 is  used and,  due to the particular prop- 
erties of the  data  window  function h N ( - )  (to be discussed), 
only  one  multiplication  and  two  additions per output sample 
are required. It is assumed in this discussion that hN(nT,) is 
obtained by sampling an analog prototype low-pass filter im- 
pulse  response $(t).' In  a digital implementation,  these 
samples  can be  stored in a ROM, or  computed  on line if $(t) is 
given analytically. A more detailed discussion of  implementa- 
tion considerations is deferred to a later section. 

Let  us  examine  now  the  way  the input signal is processed. 
According to (40), an output sample is obtained  from  the 
weighted  sum  of m input samples taken  at N p  T (the estimated 
pitch  period)  time intervals apart.  The role of a, in  the  ex- 
pression is  to advance the  input sequence  index  by N p  follow- 
ing the  computation  of N,  consecutive samples. This  way, for 
every N,  f N p  input samples, N ,  output samples are computed. 
Since (N, t N p )  T = N,CT, the  processing  can be done  con- 
tinuously  on line, requiring  only  a relatively small buffer 
memory.  It is best  organized on a segment  by  segment basis, 
as demonstrated in Fig. 2,  form = 2  and  a triangular weighting 
function. It is observed from  the figure that  for  this value of 
m, if C> 2  (and in general if C>rn), not all input  data are 
weighted  and  part  of  the  data is discarded. Due to the  redun- 
dancy  present in  the  speech signal (except for fast transitions), 
this  has  a  minor  effect up to, C =  3 .  The  proper selection of m 
and the weighting function h (t)  is explained in Section IV. 

B. Frequency Multiplication 
In  this case, we let S denote  the  rational  frequency  multi- 

plication factor, i.e., q = p/6 = S (S > 1, p > 6). The deriva- 
tion  for  this case follows closely the  derivation  for  frequency 
division, except for a slight modification  stemming  from  the 
reversal of  the sign of ( p  - 6) and  its effect on the right-hand 
side of (29). To accommodate for  this change  of sign, we 
define  the integer p ,  in (42) in place  of pc in (30): 

p , g n ( p -  6)modN,  O < p , < N -  1. (42) 

Substitution in (29) yields the  counterpart  expression to (32) 

7Aliasing due to sampling $(t) is negligible  since the sampling interval 
T,  [and  for frequency  multiplication T, of (46)] is  sufficiently  small 
relative to NPT = 2n/Aw, where Aw is the  filter  bandwidth. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Organization  of the time-domain algorithm for  frequency  multi- 

plication on a  segment by segment  basis. The use of rn = 2 and a 
triangular window is shown for scaling factors of (a) S = 2; (b) S = 3. 

yS(nT/S)   =Ng((N-  P,) T/P, n u s ) .  (43) 

Following further the previous steps and using a,, N,, and T, 
in place of ac ,Nc,  and T,, respectively, where 

a, $ int [n/N,] , (44) 

N, ,n Np/.t /(p - 6 )  = NpS/(S - l), (45) 

T, 6 TNp/N, = T(S - l)/S, (46) 

we finally arrive at the following expression for computing  the 
samples of the (approximate) frequency-multiplied signal 

m 
ys(nT/S) = x(aT - asNp T - iNp T )  

i=1 

* h~ (iN, T, - (n mod N,)  T,). (47) 

If the sequence ys(aT/S)  is output  at the rate SIT, the result- 
ing output signal  is of the same ,duration as the input signal but 
occupies an S-times bandwidth. If the sequence is stored  and 
then  output  at  the rate 1/T (corresponding to a replay at 1/S 
speed), a signal which is stretched  in  time but occupies the 
original frequency band is obtained. 

The organization of the algorithm on a segment by segment 
basis is demonstrated  in Fig. 3 for m = 2 and  a triangular win- 
dow  function. In this case, an output segment of N, samples 
is produced  from N, consecutive input samples [weighted each 
with  the corresponding past (m - 1) samples]. The input 
index is then decremented by Np (due to the increase of a, 
by one for every N, samples) so that  the  net effect is that,  for 
every Ns - N p  input samples, N, output samples are produced. 
Since (N, - NP)T  =N,T /S ,  the processing can be done con- 
tinuously  on line. 

The previous remarks with regard to the  amount  of compu- 
tations apply also to this case. 

Iv.  DETERMINATION OF ALGORITHMS’ PARAMETERS 
AND WINDOW FUNCTION 

Given a desired scaling factor q ,  the algorithms expressed by 
(40) and (47) require the proper  determination of the param- 
eters N p ,  m, and the window function hN(- ) .  The sampling 
interval Tis  chosen to comply  with the  input signal bandwidth. 

As discussed earlier, N p  should be made equal to  the number 
of samples in the estimated  pitch  period.  If  pitch tracking is 
performed, Np varies with  pitch period variation.  This puts a 
requirement that adjacent segments processed with different 
values of N p  should  maintain output signal continuity  at the 
interface  between segments. For m = 2  this is easily assured, 

as  can  be observed in Figs. 2 and 3 by assuming that the dashed 
window lines have a  different slope than the solid lines corre- 
sponding to a  different value of N p  (and hence N ,  or N,) than 
in  the previous segment. If hgher values of m are used,  this 
property is not assured  if N p  is  varied from one segment to the 
other. In some applications, such as time normalization of 
speechutterances  input  to an isolated word recognition system, 
no signal reconstruction is required and hence a fixedNp (e.g., 
corresponding to the average  value for the particular speaker) 
can  be used so that mainly spectral envelope information is 
retained.  A  bandwidth  reduction or a time-scaling system can 
also  be operated  with fixed N p  but  the  output signal might be 
quite degraded. In such cases, however, a higher value of m 
can be used to obtain  a better approximation of the prototype 
filter to the desired ideal low-pass filter assumed in the earlier 
discussion. The value of m is actually limited by two factors. 
One is the linear increase in the number of computations  with 
m. The other stems from  the quasi-stationary nature of the 
speech signal which, for  a  typical quasi-stationarity interval of 
20-40 ms, limits m to 4, or at  most 6, in order to avoid 
weighting of data  outside  this interval. 

To determine  the  proper window function to be used for 
different values of m ,  we state first the requirements and con- 
straints that should be satisfied by this  function. It is conve- 
nient to discuss this  subject  with respect to an analog filter 
having an impulse response &t) from which h N ( . )  is obtained 
by sampling at  the proper time instants. 

A basic requirement from the underlying bank of filters is 
that  it has a linear phase and uniform amplitude response in 
the speech band when all its outputs are summed up. Phase 
linearity is easily  achieved by requiring &f), &LO, mNpT] to 
be symmetrical, i.e., 

&(t) = &(mNpT - t),  0 < t < mNpT/2. (48) 

If  we set q = 1 (i.e., /.t = 6 = 1) in (29), we obtain 

y l ( n T )  = G(k, nT)  =Ng(O, nT), 
N-1 

k=O 
(49) 

and from (24), and since here N = N p ,  (also T’ = T )  

y’(nT) = N p  x x ( ~ T  - iNpT)  h( iNpT).  
m -1 

(50) 
i = o  

Hence, y ‘(nT) will become a delayed version of the input 
signal, if h(iNpT) = 0, for all i except  one. To accommodate 
with (48) this  requirement becomes 

where I takes integer values. 
A similar result is obtained in  [9], [ 151 by considering the 

overall unit-sample response of the bank of filters  with summed 
outputs. 

Another important requirement is that, if the input signal is 
periodic, with period NOT, and Np is set equal to No, exact 
frequency scaling should result. In the frequzncy domain this 
can be expressed by the requirement that H(ZClp) = 0, 1 # 0 
(1 any integer and Clp  = 27r/(NpT)). 
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I m - 4  

Fig. 4.  The window functions wm(t) for m = 1,2,4 and the triangular 
window  function w ~ ( t ) .  

I wNpT/21r 

Fig. 5 .  Frequency  response of the  window  functions  shown in Fig. 4 
and the desired  ideal  response  (dashed line). 

To find  the  equivalent  condition in the  time ,domain,  the 
periodicity  of  the input, i.e., x@?’) = x(nT - iNpT),  is used in 
(40) [or (47)] which results in the  condition 

This result can also be obtained  from  the  frequency-domain 
condition  stated above by using  Poisson’s  sum formula [16]. 
It  is noted  that  if (52) is satisfied, (51) is not contradicted. 

A particular family  of  window  functions w,(t), which 
satisfies all the above requirements  by  setting &t) = 
wm(t - miVpT/2), is derived in Appendix I and is given by 

(sin nt‘)/(m sin nt’lrn), rn odd 
I t ’ l <  m/2 

(sin nt‘) (cot nt’/m)/m,  m even 

l o  

where t’ is a  normalized  time variable  given by t‘ t/(N,T). 
For t‘ = m / 2 ,  w,(t‘) = 0 if m is even,  and is set to half of the 
value of  the  right-hand side of (53) if m is  odd  (due to  the dis- 
continuity  at  window  ends).  For m = 1 , the  rectangular win- 
dow is obtained  (with  end  points set to OS), whereas for 
rn = 2,  the  well-known  Hanning  window results. 

Fig. 4 shows the window  functions w,(t), m = 1, 2, and 4, 
and Fig. 5 the  corresponding  frequency responses.  Due to the 
discontinuity  of  the  window  function  at  the  end  points  (when 
m is odd),  these  windows are not very  useful for  odd  values  of 
m. The rectangular  window (m = 1) is shown since the “sam- 
pling method” [lo] which is used for time scaling of  speech 
signals actually uses a  rectangular  window  (usually  with  some 
tapering at  the edges to  avoid the discontinuity). The “sam- 

pling method” is  very  simple  since it avoids pitch  extraction 
and  uses  a  rectangular  window  function. However, in view of 
the  rectangular  window  frequency  response  shown in Fig. 5 
and  the  lack  of  pitch tracking, the resulting signal is expected 
to be quite  degraded.  The  performance can  be improved, even 
without  pitch tracking, by  the use of  better  window  functions 
corresponding to higher values of rn (taken to be even), since 
they provide  a better  approximation to the  desired ideal low- 
pass filter. Since  increasing m increases the  amount of com- 
putations, we have found in simulations that  a good  com- 
promise is to use m = 2. In particular, for m 2, the triangular 
window  function, also shown in Fig. 4, satisfies all the re- 
quired  conditions  and is simpler to implement than  the Han- 
ning  window.  This is especially important if pitch tracking is 
performed, so that N, vanes  from  one  segment to the  other, 
or if different values of 4 are to be  used  (e.g., compressing 
different utterances to the same duration). In such cases, the 
triangular window  eliminates  the  need for  storing,  or  interpo- 
lating, different values of  the  window  function,  corresponding 
to different  sampling  instants  of &t), according to different 
values of N, or q.  The triangular window w ~ ( t )  makes possi- 
ble  simple on-line computation  of  its  samples  and is particu- 
larly suitable for real-time applications. Its  frequency response 
is also shown in Fig. 5. Its performance  has  been  found in 
simulations to be only slightly less (on the average) than  the 
Hanning window. 

The use  of m = 2 also has  the  advantage  of changing the 
number of computations  from  two  multiplications  and  one 
addition to one  multiplication  and two  additions per output 
sample. This is  based on  the  property (52)  which,  when used 
(with m = 2)  in (40), enables  one to write,  for  a typical com- 
putation cycle, 

y”“(Z) = x(Z) hN (1) -I- x(Z - N,) hN (1 -I- N,)  

= x(Z - N,) + hN (I) [x(Z) - x(Z - N,)] , 
Z=O,l,*.*,N,-l (54) 

or, if used in (47), 

yS(Z) = x(Z - N,)hN(N, - 1 )  t x(Z - 2N,)hN(2Ns - I) 
= X(Z - 2N,) + hN(N, - Z)[x(Z - N,) - x(Z - 2N,)] , 

z=o, l;*. ,N,- 1. (55) 

v. APPLICATIONS OF THE TDHS ALGORITHMS 
TO SPEECH  BANDWIDTH  REDUCTION 

From  previously  reported results on  the  performance  of 
FDV’S [3]-[5], we expect  that  the  proposed  algorithms can 
be effectively utilized for achieving bandwidth  reduction 
factors in the range of 2 to 3. Higher factors  can be achieved 
by  applying  additional  data  compression  methods to  the 
frequency-divided signal. In  this  section, we first present  and 
discuss computer  simulation results by  which  the  performance 
of the proposed  algorithms were examined. We next  consider 
a  proposal for  a vocoder  system  which applies waveform cod- 
ing to the  frequency-divided signal. 

The  computer  simulations were performed on  a Nova-2 
minicomputer  system  at  the signal processing  laboratory  of the 
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Fig. 6 .  Original, frequency divided by  a  factor C = 2 ,  and  reconstructed 
signals  as obtained  for m = 2 and  a triangular  window function. 

Technion.  The  data base for  the  simulation was prepared  from 
several recorded  sentences  spoken  by different speakers in two 
languages,  Hebrew and English. The input speech signal  was 
bandlimited to  the frequency range  of 200-3200 Hz and 
sampled at  a  10 kHz rate with  a 12 bit  A/D  converter.  Pitch 
extraction was done  by  the  computer using a  modified (simpli- 
fied) version of  the  algorithm  presented in [ 6 ] .  Informal 
listening tests have shown that,  with  a bandwidth  reduction 
factor  of  2, very little, if any,  degradation is present in the re- 
constructed  speech signal. A slight degradation in some  speech 
segments was discerned when a  factor 3 was used,  mainly  due 
to the  more stringent requirement  on  pitch  tracking  accuracy 
[see (16)] or  extremely fast transitions. Most simulations 
were performed  with m = 2  and  a triangular window function, 
since the  performance  with  this simple window was only 
slightly lower  (on  the average) than  with  the  Hanning  window: 
As expected  from  the discussion in the previous section, the 
use of  higher values  of m with  pitch  tracking actually reduced 
performance, whereas without  pitch  tracking  the resulting 
signal sounds  metallic  and is  usually  of unacceptable  quality. 
The results so far do  not appear to be noticeably  dependent  on 
speaker  or language (for the above two languages and few 
sample sentences,  and  bandwidth  reduction  factors  of  up to 
3). When  higher  scaling factors  than 3 were attempted,  a 
higher degree of  degradation was obtained  for fast speakers. 

Typical waveforms obtained in the  simulations are shown in 
Figs. 6-8. The  speech  segment  shown in these figures is part 
of the  Hebrew  word ''shalom'' (meaning peace).  The short 
segment  shown  (of 100 ms duration) is a relatively difficult 
one since it includes  a  transition  from  unvoiced (/J/) to 
voiced (the vowel /a/), and in a relatively short  time (30 ms) 
another transition to a voiced  semivowel (In/). The transi- 
tions in the  reconstructed signal  are longer (especially with 
the triangular window  function),  but this did not have a 
noticeable effect in listening. The first two figures (6 and  7) 
show the results obtained  for  factors of 2  and 3, respectively. 
In Fig. 8 a  comparison is made  between  the triangular and 
Hanning  windows.  Computer-generated  narrow-band spec- 
trograms  of  a 1 s duration sen'tence  (original and  recon- 

Fig. 7. Original, frequency divided by a  factor C = 3, and  reconstructed 
signals as  obtained  for m = 2 and  a triangular  window function. 

? RELOIISTRUCTED I 

Fig. 8. Original and  reconstructed signals  as obtained for a scaling factor 
of C = 3 with triangular  window and  a Hanning  window [ w ~ ( t ) ]  . 

structed),  which  includes  the  segment  examined in the last 
three figures,  are shown in Fig. 9. 

It  should be noted  that  here  the  pitch  detector is required 
only to track  pitch  and  not to perform  voiced/unvoiced (V/U) 
or silence  decisions. The value  of N p  during  unvoiced  or silent 
segments  can be set arbitrarily (within  a  limited range). For 
example, N p  can  be set to the value obtained  from the  pitch 
extractor  which  operates  continuously,  or if V/U and silence 
decisions are made  (with  much  relaxed  accuracy  requirements) 
N p  can  be set to a fxed  predetermined value, such as to the 
number  of samples in an  average pitch  period  for  a given  class 
of speakers. 

As mentioned earlier, higher  bandwidth  reduction  factors  or 
equivalently  lower  transmission bit rate can be  achieved by 
further  operating on  the  frequency-divided signal with  other 
known  data  compression  techniques.  In particular, waveform 
coders  such as adaptive delta modulation (ADM) [ 171 or  other 
adaptive predictive coders (APC) [ 171, [ 181  can  be effectively 
used.  Such  a  combination  can result in  the  reduction  by  a 
factor  of 2-3 of  the waveform coders typical transmission  bit 
rate. 
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Fig. 9. Computer  generated  spectrograms  of  original  and  reconstructed 
sentences  (in  Hebrew),  following  frequency  division  and  multiplica- 
tion  with  the TDHS algorithms,  by  a  factor of 3. A triangular win- 
dow  function was used. 

Fig. 10. Block diagram of proposed  vocoder  system  which  combines 
time-domain  harmonic  scaling and  waveform  coding. 

A particular proposition  for  a  vocoder  system  which  incor- 
porates  the TDHS algorithms  and waveform coding  has  been 
recently  presented  by this author [ 141. A general block dia- 
gram of the proposed  system is shown in Fig. 10. In  this sys- 
tem,  pitch  information is not  transmitted,  thus  yielding  a 
reduction in bit  rate  and  possibly  simplifying  data  transmis- 
sion. Pitch  information is reextracted at  the receiver from  the 
frequency-divided signal.8 

Such  a  scheme is particularly appealing if a  coder  such as 
ADM is used since only  bit  (and not frame)  synchronization is 
required. On the  other  hand,  pitch  extraction from  the 
frequency-divided  and  noisy signal at  the receiver  is more 
difficult. This  problem is now  under  study  with  preliminary 
results obtained  with halving the  bit rate of a 16 kbit ADM 
coder being encouraging. 

It is  also  observed that, in contrast to other  pitch-dependent 
vocoders,  the  reconstruction  process is not performed  by ex- 
citing the system  with  pitch pulses so that  it is expected  that 

81n implementing  this  system  in  real  time,  care  must  be  taken  that 
the  scaling  factors  at  the  transmitter  and  receiver  be  exactly  the  same. 
This can be assured by  constraining N p  to ake  values  which  are  multi- 
ples of Ip - 61 where 4 = p / 8 .  For q = 3 or 3 this  means  that N p  should 
be chosen  even. 

1 

the  proposed  system  might be  less  sensitive to pitch errors. In 
particular, an error of  the  type  of  a  double  pitch  period will 
usually have a small effect  on  the  reconstructed signal in the 
proposed  system but could be  very disturbing in "pitch- 
excited"  vocoders. 

Due to the relatively small number  of  computations  required 
by  the TDHS algorithms  (one  multiplication  and  three addi- 
tions  per output sample,  with m = 2, including  the  computa- 
tion of  the triangular window  samples),  an effective implemen- 
tation  for real-time applications  could be  based on  an MOS 
microprocessor  with  a fast (STTL) serial multiplier as a  periph- 
eral device. Both  functions of frequency division and  multi- 
plication can be performed  by  the same system, just by  switch- 
ing software.  A  hardware  solution  for  a real-time pitch 
extractor was reported in the  literature [ 6 ] ,  but  other more 
simple solutions  can be thought of  in  view of the relaxed 
requirements  from  the  pitch  detector, as  discussed above. 

VI.  APPLICATION OF THE TDHS ALGORITHMS TO 
TIME-SCALE  VARIATION OF SPEECH SIGNALS 

Two  types of applications  are  considered in this section. 
The first is continuous  speech processing for on-line time 
scaling of  recorded  speech signals. The  second type is time- 
scale normalization  of discrete speech  utterances  which is 
proposed  here  for  reducing  the amount of  computations in 
computer-based  isolated-word  recognition  systems (IWRS). 

A. On-Line Time Scaling of Recorded Speech 
Among the  many  applications  of  time scaling of recorded 

speech are  "speeded speech" for  the blind  and slowed down 
speech  for language teaching. 

To implement  a  system  which  performs on-line time scaling 
of recorded  speech  by  a  desired  factor q ,  the recorded input 
signal should be replayed at  a l/q speed  and then be frequency 
scaled by  the  factor q. This  frequency scaling can be effec- 
tively done  by the TDHS  algorithms  which  should in this case 
be performed in real time.  Following  frequency scaling with 
the TDHS algorithms  (which  does not change the  time scale) 
the  output signal occupies the original frequency  band but is 
time scaled by  a  factor q since the  input signal  was replayed at 
l/q speed. 

Due to perception  limitation,  only scaling factors  of  up to 2 
are practical. In  extreme cases  of very slow or  very fast 
speakers, scaling factors  of up  to 3 (for slowing down the fast 
speaker  and  speeding up  the slow speaker) can be applied. 

Simulation results with  a scaling factor  of 2 for  different 
speakers and  texts have been  informally  judged to be  very 
good when pitch  tracking  and  a triangular window were used. 
Using a fixed value for N p ,  to avoid  pitch tracking, resulted in 
intelligible speech  but  of bad quality  and an unpleasent 
metallic sound.  The results are somewhat  improved in this 
case if a  higher value of m (m = 4) is used. Using m with  a 
higher  value than 1 results in an improvement  of  the "sampling 
method"  which is equivalent to using m = 1 (or slightly better, 
due to tapering  of  rectangular  window edges).  If  high quality 
speech is sought,  pitch  tracking  should be implemented  and  a 
window  function  with m = 2 should be used. 

Spectrograms  which  show typical simulation results with 
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Fig. 11. Computer generated spectrograms of original and time-scaled 
sentences, as obtained  by  the TDHS algorithms with a triangular win- 
dow  function. 

pitch tracking and  a triangular window are presented in Fig. 
11, for the  two cases of time-scale compression and time-scale 
expansion (stretching) by a factor of 2. 

B. Time-Scale Variation of Discrete Utterunces 
with  Application to IWRS 

In typical isolated-word recognition system (IWRS) the 
recognition process of an unknown input utterance is divided 
into three main processing phases. These are [19]: prepro- 
cessing, feature or parameter extraction, and classification. 

In an all-digital (computer-based) IWRS the principal com- 
putation load is the extraction of parameters representing the 
input  utterance, and the classification of the unknown utter- 
ance by comparing the new parameter vector with  stored 
vectors of the reference library. 

Due to time duration variability of the speech utterances, 
time normalization and alignment of the new input vector 
must be performed when it is compared with  any reference 
vector. Linear time scaling [20] and nonlinear time warping 
based on dynamic programming [20]-[23] are commonly 
used. 

A noticeable  reduction  in the overall amount of computa- 
tions could be achieved, however, if all input utterances were 
time scaled at  the preprocessing phase, to  the same short time 
duration. This will reduce the  total number of parameters 
needed to be computed at  the parameter extraction phase and 
will simplify classification, since all parameter vectors have the 
same low dimension and can be compared directly without 
any additional time-scale normalization. 

This approach, based on using the TDHS algorithms for  time 
scaling all input utterances at the preprocessing (preextraction) 
phase, was recently proposed by this author  and tested  in 
simulations [ 1 11 - [ 131. 

In this  particular  application, pitch tracking can be avoided 
since the time-scaled signal need not be replayed and listened 
to,  and the parameters extracted for  utterance  representation 

are required to present spectral envelope (and not fine 
structure). 

With pitch tracking eliminated,  the application of the TDHS 
algorithms with a fixed N p  (chosen to be larger than  the 
number of samples in the longest pitch period expected for the 
given speaker, or class  of speakers, using the system) requires 
relatively few computations. The simulations conducted so far 
have shown that an  average reduction by a  factor of more than 
3  in  the overall amount of computations can  be achieved, 
without causing any degradation in system performance when 
compared to a similar system which uses dynamic program- 
ming (DP) and no preextraction time-scale compression (TSC). 

It should be noted  that the use  of  TSC does not exclude the 
possibility of applying DP at  the classification phase for  effect- 
ing a nonlinear time warping of the time scale which could be 
important in some multisyllabic (or  multiphonemic) words. 
Since each utterance is time scaled to a  short  duration (scaling 
factors of up to 3 are practical), the use of DP at the classifica- 
tion phase does not change the large  saving in  computations at 
the parameter extraction phase, and having to classify low 
dimension vectors with DP also considerably reduces the num- 
ber of computations  at  this phase. Thus, the proposed ap- 
proach is computationally appealing but should be carefully 
examined with respect to the  effect  on recognition perfor- 
mance. To examine whether or  not TSC degrades perfor- 
mance,  two recognition systems have been implemented on  a 
Nova-2 minicomputer. One uses TSC at the preprocessing 
phase, as proposed above, and the  other system uses no TSC 
and applies DP for classification. The vocabulary consisted of 
the first ten Hebrew digits’  (all but one have two syllables and 
typically range in  duration from 0.5 to 0.9 s). The parameters 
chosen for representing the speech utterances were, as in [23], 
the  partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients which are  based 
on a linear prediction  model of the speech signal [24],  [25]. 
Two different  data bases  have been used in  the experiments. 
One contained the utterances of three speakers which were 
recorded in  a  quiet  environment, each speaker recording four 
sets of  ten digits at different sessions, several days apart. The 
second data base contained the utterances of two of the three 
speakers recorded in a noisy computer room environment. 
The input speech signal was bandlimited to the range of 200- 
3200 Hz and sampled at  10 kHz with  a 12 bit A/D converter. 

In the preprocessing phase, automatic  utterance  boundary 
determination was performed. For the system with TSC this 
phase also included the compression of all input utterances to 
the same duration of 0.3 s. In the parameter extraction phase 
6 PARCOR parameters were extracted for each 15 ms speech 
segment, using the algorithm described in  [26]  and  a Hanning 
window of 30 ms  duration. 

An example of the waveform obtained following TSC by a 
factor of 2 is presented  in Fig. 12. The corresponding spectro- 
grams are shown in  Fig. 13. The PARCOR parameters ex- 
tracted from the original word and used in  the system with 
DP, and those extracted from  the compressed word are shown 
in  Fig. 14. 

gThe transliteration of the Hebrew digits is given in Appendix 11. 
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Fig. 12. Original and time-compressed waveforms of the voiced portion 
in the  first syllable of the Hebrew word “Shalosh’l-/lalo// (meaning 
“three”). 
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Fig. 13. Computer-generated spectrograms of the original and time- 
compressed Hebrew word “Shalosh.” 

Using the first (“quiet”)  data  base,  360  tests have been per- 
formed in each  of  the  system.  Two  hundred and  forty  tests 
have been  performed  with  the  “noisy”  data base. The  recogni- 
tion  scores are summarized in Tables  I  and 11. Table I11 sum- 
marizes the processing steps  and  the  amount  of  computations 
required  for  performing  a  recognition  test in each  system. 
More details on  the  performed  simulations are given in ‘the 
above-mentioned  references [ 1 11-[  131. 

It is noted  that  the system  with TSC outperformed  the sys- 
tem  with DP under the  quiet  environment  condition (a score 
of 99.1 percent in comparison to 98.3 percent)  and  achieved 
the same score (97.9 percent)  under  the  noisy  condition.  The 
fact  that TSC did not cause any  degradation in performance is 
perhaps  due to  the way compression is performed, i.e., weight- 
ing  of  most input  data  and  not  just discarding  segments,  and 
effectively keeping spectral envelope  information. 

K6 -7”- 

f 
I 6 II 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 

SEGMENT NO. 

Fig. 14. Partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients of the original 
(ki, i = 1, 2, . . , 6) and time-compressed (ki, i = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , 6 )  signals 
obtained  from  the Hebrew word “Shalosh.” 

It is realized that  the number  of  tests  performed,  the size 
and  type  of  vocabulary  used,  and  the  number  of  speakers 
involved are not sufficient for  reaching  a final conclusion  with 
respect to the use  of the  proposed TDHS algorithms for TSC 
in any  general all-digital IWRS. Yet,  it is believed that  the re- 
sults obtained  support  the  proposed  approach  and  point  out 
its  potential. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 
It was shown that, by  introducing  pitch  information into 

the  frequency-scaling  operation  based on short-time  Fourier 
analysis, it is  possible to derive  simple time-domain  algorithms 
for  frequency  and  time scaling  of speech signals.  An impor- 
tant  factor in the realization of the new TDHS algorithms is 
the  proper  choice  of  the  window  function.  Constraints to be 
satisfied by this function  and  a  family of functions  which 
satisfy these  constraints were presented.  For real time appli- 
cations  the triangular window is found, however, to be par- 
ticularly suitable. Several applications were considered  and 
propositions  for effectively utilizing the  new  algorithms  for 
implementing  a  vocoder  system  and  for  reducing  computa- 
tions in an all-digital isolated-word  recognition  system were 
presented.  The results of  preliminary  simulations  support  the 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF RECOGNITION TEST RESULTS FOR IWRS WITH TSC 

Number of Errors 

Type  of Number of  Per  Speaker 
Environment T e s t s  IE  DM oa o f  e r r o r 5  scare (t)  

Total Number Recoqnitian 

Quiet 360 3 0 0  3 99.1 

(S/N = 2 0 d B )  

Noisy 
240 3 2 -  5 97.9 

TABLE I1 
SUMMARY OF RECOGNITION TEST RESULTS FOR IWRS WITH DP 

Number o f  Er ro rs  
Type of Number of per Speaker  Total Number Recognition 
Environment  Tests iE OM DA o f  Errors Score ($1 

Quiet 360 6 0 0  6 38 .3  

(S/N = 20dB) 240 
Noisy 5 0 -  5 97.9 

TABLE 111 
COMPARTSnN OF r O M P l l T A T ~ n N  1 OAD I N  TSC A N D  DP SYSTEMS 

- 
TSC DP 

Adds Hult. Adds Hult. 
Operation 

Detector o f  utterance  boundaries 
and peak amplitude 

42000 - 42000 

Time Scale Compression  (TSC) 9000  3000 

Differencing  (Pre-empahsis) 5700 - 14200 

Extraction o f  PARLOR  coefficients 39900  45600  99300  113500 

Classification 9180 - 249900  I1900 

TOTAL:  io5780 48600  405400  125400 

above propositions  and point to the  potential of the TDHS 
algorithms for these and other applications involving fre- 
quency or time scaling  of speech signals or perhaps other 
quasi-periodic wide-band signals. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that in view of a recent 
work on  the  short-time  Fourier  transform [ 2 8 ] ,  one can con- 
clude that  the proposed frequency-scaling approach, as  given 
by (8), is a time-varying multiplicative modification of the 
short-time  Fourier transform of the speech signal  (as  discussed 
in [28, Sect. VI ). A presentation of the modifying function 
characteristics and  the derivation of the above time-domain 
algorithms using this  approach is now  in  preparation. 

APPENDIX I 
DERIVATION OF THE WINDOW FUNCTIONS w,(t) 

According to the requirements  stated  in  Section IV, the win- 
dow functions to be derived have finite  duration (w,(t) = 0 
for It I > mNpT/2),  are symmetrical (wm(t) = wm(-t)), and 
have the following additional properties: 

f l  J = O  

W,(w) = 0 for o = 2nZ/(NpT); I # 0 ,  (A2) 

where W,(w) is the Fourier transform of w, (t). 
Since w,(t) is  of finite duration, we can write 

where oo = 2n/(mNp T )  and 

1, It1 <mNpT/2 

0,  I tl > mNp  T/2 
r (t)  = 

and,  hence, 

W 

Wrn (a) = C k R ( o  - kUO), 
k =-w 

where R(o) is the Fourier transform of r(t) ,  i.e., 

R(w) = 2 sin (wmNpT/2)/w.  (A61 

From (A6) we observe that  for any  nonzero integer I ,  

R(Zw0) = 0 ,  z # 0.  (-47) 

Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition that (A2) be satis- 
fied is that 

q, = 0,  I # 0. (A81 

The frequency response of the window functions that we are 
seeking should approximate  the ideal low-pass filter response 
H(o) where 

H(O), Io I < n / ( N p   T )  

H(o) = H(0)/2, o = n/(NpT). 

c ,  

(A91 

I o I > n / ( N p   T )  

We choose here a particular approximation by setting ck to be 
related to H(w) by 

ck =H(kwo), k =  0 ,  k 2 , .  ' . . 1 0) 

Hence, ck = 0 for all k > int [mi21 and (A8) is certainly satis- 
fied. We obtain  therefore  the following expression for w,(t), 
in place of (A3), 

t 3 (e -jmw,tp + e  jmw,,t/a)] , m even 

To satisfy w,(O) = 1 [see (AI) ]  we set H(0) = l / m  and ob- 
tain from (Al l )  the results stated  in (53). It can easily be 
verified that the resulting window function also satisfies the 
second half of (AI), i.e., w,(ZNpT) = 0 for I #  0. 

Note also that  the triangular window does not satisfy (A10) 
but does satisfy (A8) (with m = 2). 
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APPENDIX I1 
TRANSLITERATION OF THE FIRST TEN HEBREW  DIGITS 
Zero-“Effess” Five-“Chamesh” 
One-“Ahchat” Six-“Shesh” 
Two-“Shtayim” Seven-“Shevah” 
Three-“Shalosh” Eight-“Shemoneh” 
Four-“Arbah” Nine-“Teshah” 
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